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31
The process step screening is important to separate bulk material in a wide range of industrial 32 applications, where particles of non-spherical shape are classified according to desired size 33 2 class specifications [1, 2] . In the interest of studying screening and its sub-processes in detail 34 without performing extensive experimental tests the Discrete Element Method (DEM) dating 35 back to Cundall and Strack [3] has been proved as a suitable tool [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . To apply the DEM for 36 complex processes like screening a proper calibration of DEM parameters and particle shape 37 approximation has to be carried out. Several methods to calibrate DEM parameters have been 38
proposed but particularly, for non-spherical particles general straightforward procedures with 39 a high degree of automation are hardly available. 40
The first investigations published, addressing DEM parameter calibration, mostly concentrate 41 on spherical particles without automated procedures. In one of them [9] Li et al. measured the 42 coefficient of sliding friction in simple drag tests applying spheres and confirmed the DEM 43 parameters by comparing quasi-two-dimensional hopper discharge and conical pile 44 experiments with simulations. Based on this, Gryma and Wypych [10] as well as Chen et al. 45 [11] applied particle clusters consisting of two spheres to measure the static angle of repose 46 in a slump test to confirm and adjust the DEM parameters which had been determined in single 47 4 To model complex shaped particles in the DEM the multi-sphere method is used. Thereby, the 99 desired complex particle shape is represented by clustered spheres of arbitrary size [26] and 100 similar contact force laws as used for spherical particles are applied [27] . 101 102 
103
In Fig. 1 a sketch of two complex shaped particles i and j is shown, where the spheres l and k 104 collide. For further details on the contact scheme involving clustered spheres the works by 105
Kruggel-Emden and Kačianauskas and Kruggel-Emden et al. [28, 29] are recommended. 106
The normal component of the contact forces is obtained from a linear spring damper model 107 which is exemplarily given for the contacting spheres k and l of particle i and j as 108
where is the spring stiffness, the virtual overlap, �⃗ a normal vector, a damping 109 coefficient and ⃗ the normal velocity at the contact point [30] . The damping coefficient is 110 calculated as 111
with the experimentally determined coefficient of restitution (comp. section 3.5), the duration 112 of a collision 113
and the effective mass
The tangential forces are calculated by applying a linear spring limited by the Coulomb 115 condition 116 where is the tangential stiffness of a linear spring, is the friction coefficient, ⃗ is the 117 relative tangential displacement and ⃗ is the tangential unit vector [31] . The tangential spring 118 stiffness k t is obtained from 119
where κ is given through the mechanical properties as 120
where ν is the Poisson's ratio and = (2 + 2 ) ⁄ with Young's modulus E is the shear 121 modulus of the two interacting materials i and j [32] . 122
Determination of DEM parameters and physical properties of single particles
123
In this section, the material and physical properties, the particle shapes, the sliding and rolling 124 friction coefficients and the coefficient of restitution are obtained by single particle 125 characterization. In case of the coefficients of friction and restitution the calibration at the 126 particle level is done to get a first approximation. These parameters can be used as initial 127 values for the parameter adjustment so that the calibration converges quickly; additionally they 128 are used as comparison for the values reached after the adjustment. If these values are already 129 accurate enough, the adjustment is very fast or is not necessary at all. 130
Determination of material and physical properties 131
In a first step, material and physical properties like the size distribution, mass, volume and 132 density of the particles are determined and listed in Table 1 . 133 
141
The mass of each POM particle size class is measured as average of 20 POM spheres and 142 the density is determined with = (1 ( larger than 1.00E+05 N/m. Additionally, the particle overlap is consistently below 0.5 % of the 148 particle diameter according to Cleary [33] . represent such particles, various methods can be applied [17, 18, 21] . For this approximation a 155 genetic algorithm which is part of Matlab is used. This algorithm is very flexible and allows 156 adjusting many features such as population size, generation, mutation and crossover functions 157 as well as initial values (comp. [37] ). It was already applied successfully in the work by Emden et al. [34] for the adjustment of coefficients as part of multi-parameter models 159 describing reaction kinetics in the context of chemical looping where details on the algorithm 160 and possible settings can be found. Instead of modelling the gravel with a polyhedral shape, 161 the particles are approximated by clustered spheres like in Coetzee et al. [17] 7 Therefore, in a first step, a sample of gravel particles is filled into cast resin cubes and images 166 are taken from three sides giving the three cross sectional areas (Fig. 3a) . With the help of an 167 optimization tool, arbitrary sized circles, which represent spheres, are placed one after the 168 other into these three areas to obtain the best fit for all areas while receiving penalty points for 169 not included pixels in or for overlaps over a projected zone (Fig. 3b) . The number of applied 170 spheres determines the accuracy of the approximation but in contrary influences the simulation 171 time. One method to terminate the optimization is to specify the amount of clustered spheres 172 before the optimization, whereas another method is to automatically stop the tool if no further 173 improvement is detected when applying more spheres (decrease in deviation is lower than 174 defined). For the placing of each single sphere, the maximum number of iterations or a 175 specified change in deviations to the previous iteration can be defined. The whole algorithm is 176 presented in the flow chart in Fig. 4 . 177 
178
One of the created gravel particles which is applied in the following simulations is shown in 179 size class can be applied. A particle can be classified in one particle size class by measuring 184 its volume equivalent sphere diameter if the particle size distribution is based on this equivalent 185 diameter. Due to applying the particles for a screening process in the following, the 186 approximated particle is classified based on the minor axis diameter in this investigation (comp. 187 
198
In this investigation, the classical friction theory is applied, which states that
with the frictional force ⃗ and the normal force ⃗ . This is suitable for a point-point contact 200
when ignoring the effect of the contact area [9] . Due to having a very small contact area 201 between a particle and a plane wall like between two particles, a plate of the particle material 202
(POM spheres with a POM plate and quartz gravel with a gravel plate) is used as 203 approximation for the particle-particle friction. 204
Results for the sliding friction coefficient between particles and the same material for the 205 particle-particle contacts and between particles and the wall materials (acryl, metal) for the 206 particle-wall contacts each averaged over 10 experiments are listed in Table 2 . For two 207 different sized POM spheres the average of the respective values is applied. 208 ��⃗ . Here, the model by Zhou et al. [35] is used which can be simplified for free rolling 214 spherical particles where the normal force ⃗ is equal to the weight force. Therefore, the 215 coefficient of rolling friction can be calculated as 216
9
To determine the coefficient of rolling friction experimentally, the rolling motion of a sphere on 217 a plane wall is recorded [36] . The moment ��⃗ is then obtained as 218
with the velocities of the sphere at the beginning ( 1 ) and at the end ( 2 ) of the surface, the 219 sphere's mass moment of inertia θ, its angular velocity at both time steps 1 and 2 , the 220 distance travelled by the sphere s and its half diameter d/2.The velocities of the sphere 1 and 221 2 as well as the distance travelled are measured by image analysis of records taken from 222 above with a high speed camera. It can be assumed that the spheres do not slip or bounce on 223 the applied plane surface and for the low velocities. Therefore, the angular velocity can be 224 obtained through the translational velocity . 225
Results for the coefficient of rolling friction between POM spheres and a POM plate for the 226 particle-particle contacts and between particles and the wall materials (acryl, metal) for the 227 particle-wall contacts each averaged over 10 experiments are listed in In order to determine the coefficient of restitution, a particle which is on the end of a pendulum 234 is dropped so that it bounces against a wall (comp. Fig. 6a ) or another particle which has a 235 velocity of v 2 = 0 before the collision according to Alonso-Marroquín et al. [14] (comp. Fig. 6b ). 236
For the particle wall collisions this experimental setup was chosen instead of a drop test to 237 have the same external effects in both experiments. Note that the procedure in Fig. 6b is only 238 applied for POM spheres, whereas for quartz gravel particles the setup in Fig. 6a is used with 239 a wall of the same material due to their arbitrary shapes, resulting in rotations or skewed 240
rebounds. Furthermore, it should be mentioned, that these experiments are more difficult if 241 smaller particles with a low mass compared to the mass of the thread are applied. 242 a b Fig. 6 : Determination of the restitution coefficient for (a) particle-wall and (b) particle-particle contacts according to Alonso-
243
Marroquín et al. [14] .
244
For the particle-wall contact, the velocities before ( 1 ) and after the rebound ( 1 ) are measured. 245
Alternatively, the heights before the particle drop (H0) and at the highest point after the rebound 246 (H1) could be measured. Thus, the particle-wall restitution coefficient is obtained by 247
The restitution coefficient for a particle-particle contact is determined by 248
where 1 and 1 are the velocities and H0 and H1 the heights of particle P1 before and after the 249 collision, respectively. Furthermore, 2 is the velocity and H2 the height of particle P2 after the 250 collision with particle P1. 251
Results for the coefficient of restitution between particles and the same material (each size of 252 POM sphere with itself and the other sizes and quartz gravel with a gravel plate) for the particle-253 particle contact and between particles and the wall materials (acryl, metal) for the particle-wall 254 contacts are listed in Table 4 . 255 
Adjustment of DEM parameters of particles as bulk material
258
After the calibration at the particle level in section 3 the parameters have to be adjusted based 259 on the bulk behavior due to two reasons. Firstly, it could be possible, that due to particle size 260 11 or shape it is not possible to perform an accurate calibration at the single particle level where 261 assumptions have to be made. A second aspect is that parameter sets obtained at the single 262 particle level and at the bulk level differ from each other. This is a result of inaccuracies related 263 to the single particle measurements for which it is compensated for in the bulk calibration or of 264 the models (e.g. insufficient approximation of shape or of contact models). In a first step before 265 the adjustment, three different bulk experiments with several settings are conducted. They are 266 later compared with respective simulations to test the DEM parameters obtained by the single 267 particle experiments before adjusting the DEM parameters to minimize the differences 268 between the results of simulations and experiments. In the bulk experiments the static and 269 dynamic angles of repose which are mainly influenced by the friction coefficients between 270 particles (static) and particles and walls (dynamic) are measured. Furthermore, the bed height 271 on a vibrating plate is determined, where the restitution coefficient is the crucial parameter. 272
Note that in all investigations with POM spheres the same mass for each fraction and for gravel 273 the particle size distribution from Fig. 2 is applied. In all investigations the appliances are filled 274 according to a defined filling degree or level. Due to different bulk densities in case of POM 275 spheres, the resulting average particle mass varies slightly dependent on the applied particle 276 size classes. 277
Adjustment of DEM parameters by a genetic algorithm 278
For obtaining the best fit between simulations and experiments for all investigated bulk 279 experiments, an optimization tool based on a genetic algorithm [37] like the one used for the 280 shape approximation in section 3.2 is used. The whole adjustment procedure for one particle 281 distribution and an arbitrary number of bulk calibration processes is outlined in Fig. 7 . Therein, 282 the termination criterion can be a defined number of generations or a specified change in 283 deviations between two generations. The algorithm is fed with the results shown in Fig. 9 , 284 Table 7 and Table 9 and the initial DEM parameters listed in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 4 
295
In case of the gravel particles the procedure is performed one time for all size classes due to 296 the simplification of using the same friction and restitution coefficients for each particle. In case 297 of the POM spheres with three discrete size classes, one possible method would be to directly 298 fit the DEM parameters for all size classes. However, in this investigation, all monodisperse 299 cases are fitted before the bidisperse cases to reduce the amount of adjustable parameters in 300 one adjustment procedure and thereby, to enhance the quality of the optimization. The 301 obtained parameters are then applied for the case with three different particle size classes. 302
Static angle of repose 303
Static angle of repose measurements were conducted in a slump test by releasing POM 304 spheres and gravel particles contained in a hollow acrylic cylinder onto an acrylic and a steel 305 surface (Fig. 8a) . To prevent excessive spreading of spheres, an acrylic ring as boundary is 306 used for both materials. The static angle of repose is measured after reaching a steady 307 state. The experimental and simulative properties (Fig. 8b,c) are listed in Table 5 . 308 For the simulations, DEM parameters obtained in section 3 are applied in the first step of the 311 adjustment. Therein, the angle of repose is mainly influenced by the rolling (in case of spheres) 312 and sliding friction coefficient between particles. This simulation is time-determining for the 313 whole adjustment procedure, due to needing the longest time for reaching the steady state. 314 Therefore, it should be calculated with a larger number of processors nproc as used for the other 315 simulations (nproc/2 for the tumbling and approx. nproc/4 for the vibrating plate simulation). Note, 316 that the DEM code used is parallelized using domain decomposition. 317 
319
Most of the results for POM spheres and for gravel particles applying the initial DEM 320 parameters reveal a good agreement between simulations and experiments with deviations 321 below the standard deviations (comp. Fig. 9 ). In contrast, the simulations with 7 mm and 10 mm 322 POM spheres (not shown in Fig. 9 ) and with 3 size classes applying an acryl surface form out 323 too flat static angles of repose. 324 
326
By adjusting the DEM parameters (comp . Table 10 ), the deviations are reduced for all cases 327 but particularly for the polydisperse simulations where 7 mm and 10 mm spheres are in contact 328 (averagely from 9.59 % to 2.15 %). 329
Dynamic angle of repose 330
For determining the dynamic angle of repose , tumbling tests with a hollow acrylic and a 331 metal cylinder (Fig. 10a) are conducted for POM spheres (Fig. 10b,c) and gravel particles (Fig.  332 10d,e) with three different velocities and 30 % filling (comp. Table 6 ). The dynamic angle of 333 repose was measured at 10 different points in time after a transient period of one second. 334 Table 6 : Experimental and simulative properties for measuring the dynamic angle of repose. 
338
The results, which are mainly influenced by the friction coefficients between particles and walls 339 are presented in Table 7 . All investigations for POM spheres and for gravel with the initial DEM 340 parameters for an acrylic cylinder obtained in section 3 reveal a much lower dynamic angle of 341 repose in the simulations than in the experiments (average deviations of 26.39 %). The 342 simulations with the metallic cylinder also reveal lower angles which are however closer to the 343 experimental ones (average deviations of 18 %). The low initial friction coefficient between 344 particles and acrylic walls leads to slip which is prevented to some extent by the larger 345 coefficient in case of metallic walls. 346 In order to obtain the dynamic bed height, tests on a vibrating metal plate with three different 354 degrees of filling are conducted (comp. Fig. 11 ; here with one particle layer of 5 mm spheres 355 or 5 % filling) for POM spheres (Fig. 11b,c ) and gravel particles (Fig. 11d,e) . The average 356 maximum bed height (referred to as "Top") and the average distance between the lowest 357 particles and the bottom plate (referred to as "Bottom") at different points in time are measured 358 using the properties listed in Table 8 . Therein, the vibration parameters are obtained by an 359 accelerometer which measures an amplitude of around 1.2 ± 0.04 mm in z-direction and only 360 minor amplitudes in the horizontal (x-/ y-stroke < 0.1mm) at a frequency of 54 Hz. Note that 361 the bed height is analyzed after one second when a continuous motion of the plate is ensured. 362 The experimental results presented in Table 9 , which are mainly influenced by the coefficient 365 of restitution, are compared to simulations applying the same properties (comp. Table 8 
370
Applying the initial DEM parameters, the results reveal some good agreements between 371 simulations and experiments but also deviations up to 17 % between the "Top" values in some 372 cases. The "Bottom" values are mostly lower in the simulations than in the experiments but the 373 absolute deviations are less than one respective particle in all cases. After the adjustment, the 374 deviations of the "Top" values are minimized significantly (all below 10 %), whereas the 375 "Bottom" values in the simulations are only slightly adjusted and still reveal a few deviations. 376 377 16 
Application of the adjusted DEM parameters for batch-screening
381
The DEM parameters after the adjustment of section 4 are listed in Table 10 . Particularly, the 382 sliding friction coefficients between particles and walls have to be increased by an average 383 factor of 2.68 and 1.96 for acryl and metal, respectively. Additionally, the sliding friction 384 between particles is increased by an average factor of 1.27 whereas the rolling friction and the 385 restitution coefficients are adjusted in both directions. All these parameters are applied for 386 batch-screening of well mixed POM spheres with three different size classes and gravel 387 particles with the particle size distribution outlined in Fig. 2 . The particle and experimental 388 properties as outlined in Table 1 and Table 11 are used in the simulations. 389 
408
The results for the latter also reveal low deviations (average: 0.0074). In contrast, the results 409 with an aperture size of 5.8 mm reveal larger deviations (average: 0.0554) particularly in the 410 first five seconds, where the particles in the simulations pass faster than in the experiment. 411
Thereafter, the passage rate is reduced and too many particles remain on the screen. 
